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Political Campaign has Opened- 1
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VOLUME 12

ADMINISTRATION
CONFESSES WEAKNESS
Lansing Acknowledges That
Lusitania Business Was All
"Balled Up" By Watchful Waiting Policy

to appoint a special prosecutor in the
case.
Mr. Johnson was on the
1916 arrested
day of
and taken before L. W. Kingdom,
Justice of the Peace in Clayton Precinct and after an investigation was
bound over to await the action of the
Grand Jury of Union county on a
homicide charge under a bond of
$3000.00. Immediately on learning of
the case Mr. Remley went into the
facts with SheriiT Crumley and Jus
tice Kingdom and concluded the of
fense under the facts was bailable
and that the bond fixed by Justice
Kingdom and Sheriff Crumley was
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NO. 32

Refers to Building Bill
his attack on the public building
he said:
fhis bill takes care of 297 congres- pl districts out of a total of 435,
it takes care of every state in the
n
3,

WOMEN THROW FALL
HATS IN THE RING

And Start a Merry War On
except Vermont. Under sec- the Policies of the Presi1 have made a little tabulation.
dent and His Sup-

section carries authorizations for
porters
ojects. The populations in towns
b of these projects range from
to 3,000. The average popula- Colorado Springs, Aug. 12. Presi
in these towns is 1,980. The to- - dent Wilson ignored numerous tele
uthorization carried for buildings grams sent him last night by the Dem
íese 39 projects is $1,125,000, ocratic members of the new Woman's
i means, when made, an average party, and tonight, the last session
opriation for each inhabitant of finished, Miss Alice Paul, recognized
e towns of $14.50."
head of the organization, gave the
in closing his speech he said:'
word for the beginning of the battle
"Instead of squandering money in against the president and his p?rty.
catching cattle ticks, killing coyotes,
Ardent young fighters for tho cause
wild ducks, treating goats sufferng of suffrage were armed with soap
wth Malta fever, sending out useless boxes and sailed forth to the streets
garden and vegetable seeds, passing for speech making. It was their first
pork barrel river and harbor bills, appearance in facing crowds, but they
pork barrel public building bills, were ordered to go in the interest of
would it not be better to get down preparedness they must be broken in
to rigid bedrock ecenomy and save for the coming campaign which the
g
the people from the
suffragists will conduct in the twelve

Washington. State department ofIn
ficials today explained that the recent
da
request to the German embassy for
E.
permission to publish one of Count
ioi
von Bernstorff's notes on the settleist
ment of the Lusitania case, was an
inadvertance. At first it was denied reasonable and just under the facts.
that any such request had been made On Saturday July 29th, 1916, Judge 'Senator iaggarts speecu, maue in
but an investigation of the depart- Lieb requested the undersigned to connection with the proposed revenue,
ment's files disclosed that a letter pre- file an information against Johnson was remarkable in many respects.
He chided his colleagues for their
pared by a subordinate official had saying it did not look good to the
people
to
Lanlarge.
see
running
extravagance,
called for a more busi
Johnson
at
Secretary
by
signed
either
been
administration of the gov
sing or Acting Secretary Polk and had The undersigned took it up with Mr. ness-lik- e
been transmitted to the German em- Remley who said he had made an in ernment affairs and took issue with
vestigation and decided Justice King- many congressmen, senators and the
bassy.
dom had properly admitted Johnson to president on the question of raising
declared
officials
State department
been
bail and the Districts Attorney's office revenue.
had
importance
much
too
that
Taggart Reviews Legislation
attached to the request in German of- then notified Judge Lieb that under
equal suffrage states.
ficial quarters and that it was not, as all the facts it still considered the of
Senator Taggart reviewed the legis visits of the tax gatherer?"
interpreted, an' indication that Ger- fense bailable and the bond sufficient lation that has been passed since he
"The failure of President Wilson
many's proposals were to be accept- to insure his appearance before the entered the senate, telling which he REPUBLICAN PRECINCT
to answer the many telegrams sent
Grand Jury and as Johnson was al- approved and which he did not aped as satisfactory.
him, calling on him to give some ex
today
ready bound over to the Grand Jury prove.
officials
department
The Precinct Primary which was pression favoring the passage of the
State
broke their silence on the subject and there was no necessity of a further
He declared definitely his opposi- called to meet at 2:00 p. m. last Sat Susan B. Anthony national woman
asserted that what really happened hearing in the matter.
tion to the rivers and harbors bill, por- urday at the court house was obliged suffrage amendment, has destroyed
During the absence of Mr. Remley tions of the agricultural bill and the to change its place of meeting to the the party's last hope that he would
was this:
on
a business trip to the State of Iowa public buildings bill.
Happened
How it
aPlmer Hall owing to the fact that see the light," Miss Mabel Vernon, the
A subordinate official who assembles where he still is detained and while
Finally, he devoted himself to an the distric court was holding an ex- always active little secretary of the
the diplomatic correspondence, wrote the undersigned was on a vacation attack on the way the revenue pro- tra session. Nearly one hundred Re organization declared.
the German embassy a letter, which trip and seventy miles from his office, vided in the administration revenue publicans met at the time set and the
"Some are still strong in the belief
on August 12, Judge Lieb had bill is to be raised.
most harmonious, enthusiastic pre that he will assume a passive attitude
Mr. Polk admitted was signed either
by himself or by Secretary Lansing, Johnson rearrested and held an inves
In the face of definite opposition by cinct convention ever held in Union and offer no opposition to the amendfor permission to publish one of the tigation and he admitted him to bail the president to a bond issue, Senator county took place, v
ment if congress will bring it out of
Lusitania notes submitted by the Ger- in the sum of $15,000 and the People Taggart declared himself unqualifiedThe meeting was called to order by committee for passage, providing a
man ambassador on December 4. The still see Johnson running at large. ly for a budget system and a bond the precinct chairman, Mr. Carl Ek-- stand on the matter is not requested
embassv replied giving its assent Johnson has now given four bonds issue.
lund. Atty. C. A. Law was then chosen of him. But the rank and file have
with the suggestion that the last note, since he was charged with the offense.
chairman; H. H. Errett was chosen lost hope, and from now on we will
Insists on Scrupulous Care
Why Johnson's case should demand
dated February 16, be published at
Taggart insisted public business secretary and Mr. Trancito Romero fight the Democratic party just as
the same time, This suggestion was any different procedure than other should be conducted with the same was chosen interpreter. "
hard as we can."
not answered. On the other hand, the cases of similar character or why the scrupulous care as private business.
After a few short talks by various
The formal beginning of the big
suggestion that any of the correspon Judge should appoint Johnson's bit
"I wonder," he asked, "what would members presentHhe convention pro- drive, which, it is hoped by the femindonee be published was dropped at ter personal enemy special prosecutor happen to each senator and each ceeded to nominate and elecf in a true ine fighters, will push from political
once on the decision of tiigher officials the District Attorney's Office cannot member of the house If1 he spentor democratic manner "the eighteen dele power the president and office holders
that the circumstances which inter- understand. We will prosecute Mr. appropriated money in his private af gates to the county convention to in'his' party.'is scheduled for Sopt. 15V ;
vened to prevent a conclusion of the Johnson just as we have every other fairs as he spends it in public affairs ? which this prcinct is entitled. The fol- The leaders today named women to
man charged with crime in this Dis- I wonder how long it would be until lowing were selected:
negotiations had not been altered,
conduct the campaigns in the twelve
i'W. P. Graham, Frank Farrias, E. states, and aides chosen from the
The embassy was not informed of trict, fearlessly and to the full ex- we would all find ourselves in bankthe changed plan. Word was sent to tent of our ability. We deem it our ruptcy ? On the other hand, I wonder W. Fox, H. J. Hammond Jr., Wm. states, where equal suffrage is not,
Berlin that the note would be made duty to see that Justice is meeted out what would happen to the country if Mootz, H. H. Errett, R. M. Olbeter, L. who desire to take up residence in
equally and see that every man, no every member of the senate and house E. Gallegos, D W. Snyder, Hugh B. suffrage states so they may have a
public here.
was received matter what are his political or other would make up his mind in the direc- Woodward, A. C. Osburn, Juan Car- vote, will be named later. There will
When information
here of the request to the embassy affiliations, is treated fairly and im tion of rigid ecenomy, and fearlessly rillo, R. Q. Palmer, J. W. Hanners, be many deserted Eastern homes for
and its reply, German embassy offic partially. It is not the duty of the Dis- cut off every useless dollar of ap Frank Hoover, Manuel Garcia, Juan the next few weeks. The women will
conduct a campaign in which bill posials were questioned and they led in' trict Attorney's Office to persecute propriations? I wonder if the tax Gallegos, John Hill.
quirers to believe they considered the any man and so long as the present payers would rise up and revolt
Alternate: Gene Hardin, J. O. Tig-no- r, ters, cartoons, catchy advertising and
G. M. Brass, Jr., E. Cordova, R. pamphlet circulation will be features.
proceeding an indication of the im incumbents are in office ALL PER- against congress if such a thing
pending acceptance of the latest Ger- SONS will be treated alike and when should happen? I favor a liberal but L. Carson, Chester Kiscr, G. S. Yates,
Hughes is Only Hope
Fifer Caudle, Trancito Romero, R. E.
"And, without doubt, the workers
man proposals. In fact it was stated charged with crime, without the aid businesslike economy."
that the diplomatic relations between of any prosecutor appointed by the
speaKing ot constant increases in Wherritt, Frank Van Ordt, Fred Lu- will campaign actively for the canjan, A. Schweppe, Pablo Gallegos, W. didacy of Mr. Hughes," Mrs. E. St.
the United States and Germany never Court, fully and fairly prosecuted, but taxation, Senator Taggart said:
had been so satisfactory from their no man shall be hy us persecuted.
"I believe the taxpayers of the na W. Coulson, J. M. Winchester, C. A. Clair Thompson, now living in AriNeither Mr. Remley nor the under- tion would like to be given a rest Law, Walton Snyder. v
zona, said. "But we will not do so as '
point of view since they were first
signed made any statement or did any from having their taxes increased ev
After the election of delegates ex- a party, even tho we all desire his elecimperilled by submarine warfare.
act that indicated we would not pros- ery year. These enormous increases cellent talks were made by a num- tion.
Intimations Unauthorized
ecute Mr. Johnson or said any thing in appropriations and taxes cannot go ber of the members. They key note
"In every state we will try to gain
This was supplemented further by
could be so construed. The ar- on forever. There must and will be speech was made by H. J. Hammond women votes for him on the ground
characterizing as absolutely unwar that
ticles published in the above mention- a clay of reckoning. The power to tax in which he
d
the work to be that he is our only hope. Our negaranted recent intimations from Ber
ed newspapers making imputations means the power to destroy, and we done by the Republicans of this county tive policy calling only for a fight
lin that underseas warfare was about
against our office were absolutely do not want to destroy the earning and vividly portraying to them the against the Democrats means merely
to be ltsumed on its former scale
effect of organization and the effect of that we will not urge women desirpower of the people by overtaxationadded
impression
that false.
There was the
Signed:
efficient leadership. Among
Congress
is
into
getting
the
others ous of voting for Prohibitionist or Sohabit
of
the United States had been convinced
O. L. PHILLIPS,
who made interesting talks we should cialist candidates to sacrifice their deto
find
casting
things
which
about
on
by the abandonment of the submarine
Assistant District Attorney. to place a tax, instead of vigilantly fail to give ability recognition should sires and vote for the Republican tickcampaign since the sinking of the
seeking where it can economize with we fail to mention the strong logical et."
channel liner Sussex, of the sincerity
The members of the party left toaddress of Chas. A. Law. His address
out injury to the public service."
THE PAPER CRISIS
of Germany's declaration of accept
night
for their homes to rest up, they
contained
no
vague
vaporing
went
but
Emphatically Favors Budget
ance of the principles laid down, Up
The eight leading Philadelphia
straight to the issues before us and said, for the strenuous campaign to
believed
showing
they
the
With
respect to the responsibility emphasized
on that
newspapers have entered an agreethe remarks of Mr. Ham- come. Mrs. Florence Bayard Hilles
state department was about to pub ment to cut the size of their papers for extravagance, he said:
mond and set out at more length the and Miss Rose Winslow, assigned to
with
correspondents
lish the Lusitania
"The party in control holds the duties devolving
on September first to eighty pages
on each Republican be in charge of headquarters in Coloan implication, at least, of its accept each week, or less than twelve pages purse strings of the treasury and it of the county,
the state and the na- rado will remain in the state.
ability.
daily. Returns from newsdealers have should assume responsibility for dis tion. The
Mrs. Hilles said tonight their plans
least
that can be said is
This view of the situation was laid been suspended and other drastic tops bursoments. If it fails to assume this
that it was a strong argument well for the Colorado campaign had not
before Acting Secretary Polk Wednes agreed upon to try to meet a print responsibility, it fails to do its duty." founded on logical
reasoning for the yet been made.
in
day as having been gained in German paper shortage that threatens the
Tairtrart declared unqualifiedly
restoration
Republican power
of
the
official circles. Mr. Polk's reply was whole great newspaper industry of favor of a budget.
FLYING MACHINE FOR FAIR
for the welfare of the county, state
a refusal even to discuss the Lusitania the United States. Very little paper
"The first thing congress does," he and nation.
case.
3 to be had now and very soon there continued, "is to determine how much
The Fair Association is trying to
D. W. Snyder, A. C. Osborn, G. S.
The United States government, it will be less. Such as is to be had money it wants to appropriate and
get
another aeroplane for the enterYates, O. T. Toombs, Wm. Mootz and
therefore appears, does not consider where newspapers are unprotected by it proceeds to make the appropriations Carl Eklund
each made good helpful tainment of the crowds at the fair
the matter settled in any sense any rontracts is at prices which prohibit whether or not the revenues are suf- and interesting
talks. ;
this fall. Negotiations are being
more than it was last February.
publication at present newspaper ficient to meet them.
A motion was made and unanimousrates for sales and advertising space
"It seems to me that we should be- ly carried that a REPUBLICAN made now and if everything goes
county will
gin at the other end, and first sec CLUB be organized in
A FALSEHOOD OVERTAKEN
Precinct No. 1. right, the people of Union
The Union County Fair will be held whether oiir revenues are sufficient to The organization elected C. A. Law as have the pleasure .of seeing another
"Certain newspapers in Union coun on September
The pre meet ordinary demands. If the reve- president, II. J. Hammond Sr. Treas- huge bird fiy over our city the same
ty,
the Des Moines Swastika mium list will be about the same as nues are insufficient, then curtail and urer, and H. II. Errett, Secretary. Evand Clayton News, last week publish last year and will be out SOON. Get cut off every useless appropriation. ery person who attended the conven- as two years ago. A lot of amusements are being planned for this event
ed articles regarding the case of your exhibits ready.
Economy is itself a great revenue. tion enrolled as a
member of this club.
State vs. Dewey Johnson imputing to
Once congress embarks upon this pol- We now have a good strong club or- and a number of the merchants are
the District Attorney's office a refusal
Willis .Plunkett, stockman from the icy there would be no conditions of ganized and we desire to secure the offering special prizes for "stunts"
which will add much to the program.
or neglect to perform its duty and Corrompa, was here Monday morning laying taxes as suggested in the presmaking it necessary for Judge Leib attending to business matters.
(Continued on Page Five)
We will give a list of these next week.
ent revenue bill.'
never-ceasin-

N

to-w- it:

'

out-line-

i

to-w- it:

J J
and light service as a" portion of his
salary. So ordered.
Regular meeting of the Board of
10. Meeting adjourned to reconTrustees of the Town of Clayton, N. vene at 9:30 a. m., Wednesday, Aug
M., Tuesday evening, August 8th 1916 ust 9th, 1916.
at 8 o'clock. Present: Trustees, Mor- Attest: M. R. JONES, Clerk.
ris Herzstein, Christian Otto, F. C. de
Adjourned meeting, Board of Trus
Baca and Carl Eklund. By unanimous consent Mr. F. C. de Baca was tees of the Town of Clayton, Wednes
day morning, August 9th at 9:30.
chosen mayor pro tern.
Present: F. C. de Baca Mayor Tro
Order of Business
tern. Trustees, Otto, Eklund and Her
regular stein.
1. Minutes of previous
meeting read and approved.
Order of P.usiness
1. A motion by Mr. Eklund sec2. July bills presented. Motion by
Mr. Otto seconded by Mr. Eklund that onded by Mr. Otto that plans and
bills be allowed as per approved list. sr edifications submitted by Engineér
Roll call: Mr. Eklund yes, Mr. Herz- II. O. Duerr be adopted and approved
and he be authorized to ben. woik a
stein yes, Mr. Otto yes. Carried.
3. C. E. Warner asked that the per above
recommendations. Vote
town pay him $100 for the use of his Mr. Otto yes, Mr. Eklund yes, Mr,
ground for driveway across to the Herzstein yes. Carried.
Engineer Duerr was instructed t
town dumping place while the lease
on said land is in force. Motion by Mr. advertise for bids at once, said bid:
Otto seconded by Mr. Eklund that ,to be closed August twenty-nint2. Order by Board duly taken tha
same be paid. Vote: Mr. Otto ye, Mr.
Herzstein yes, Mr. Eklund yes. Car- the bill presented by Huggens & Ma
loy for hauling of dirt to street, be al
ried.
lowed in to addition to bills on month
July 1916 Bills
$100.00 ly list; same ordered O. Kd. by Sup
C. H. Claggett
90.00 erintendent. So ordered.
W. H. Hollingsworth.
80.00
3. Motion by Mr. Eklund seconded
T. G. Callahan
74.40 by Mr. Otto that rules be suspended
D. B. Chiles
69.60 and that the Board meet every TuesClarence Loveless
10.00 day evening instead of every two
W. A. Bristol..
8.33 weeks, until all plans of extensions
O. P. Easterwood
41.90 and improvement to water and light
J. H. Bender..
70.00 system of town be completed. UnaniM. R. Jones
49.85 mously carried.
Hill Brothers
4. Adjourned.
15.25
J. M. Street
67.25 Attest:
P. A. Howerton
5.60
M. R. JONES, Clerk.
Susie S. Pace
10.00
R. M. Olbeter
1.50
P. A. Howerton
5.00
Simeral & Lemon
A POLICY OF FIRMNESS AND
6.70
L. F. Bender
CONSISTENCY NEEDED.
11.75
T. P. Zohner
4.00
C. H. Claggett
The Nation has no doüct of
500.00
H. O. Duerr
aggression toward Mexico. Wt
15.50
Clayton Con. Co
have no desire (or any part ot
her territory. We wish her to
'. 86.11
hare peace, stability, and pros1.61
Western Union Teleg. Co
perity. We shall have to adopt
450.00
Pittsburgh Meter Co...
a new policy, a policy of firm
De La Vergnc, Mch. Co
731.43
ness and consistency through
414.30
Continental Oil Co
which alone we can promote an
61.00
R. W. Isaacs
friendship. We de
enduring
Westinghouse E. Mfg. Co
276.67
mand from Mexico the protec
2.20
Nunn Electric
tion of the Uves and the prop
erty of our citizens and the se144.18
Hendrie & Bolthoff
curity of our border from depre
36.65
Colorado & Southern
Much will be gained
dations.
Mountain States, Rubber Co. .. 1.47
Is convinced that we
Mexico
If
23.93
F. P. Kilburn
contemplate no meddlesome In
Southern Surety Co
100.00
terference with what does not
concern ns. but that we propose
$3576.23
to insist in a firm and candid
4. A communication read from A.
manner uixm the performance
W. Thompson requesting that a surof International obligations. To
a stable government, approprivey of lot boundaries in the business
ately discharging Its internadistrict be made and markers placed
tional duties, we should give unat the corners both front and rear in
grudging support. A short periorder to establish permanent recogod of firm, consistent and
nition of such defined lines. Moved by
friendly dealing will accomplish
Mr. Herzstein, seconded by Mr. Ekmore than many year .f vacillund that Engineer Duerr make this
Hughes'
Mr.
lation. From
survey and place markers for the sum
8
speech of acceptance.
of $25. Roll call: Mr. Herzstein yes,
Mr, Otto yes, Mr. Eklund yes. Motion
carried.
The Union County Fair will be held
5. Hugh B. Woodward
appeared on September
The prebefore the Board in the interest of
mium list will be about the same as
street and lake improvement and as
last year and will be out SOON. Get
funds are not available for this work,
your exhibits ready.
that the town trustees place the bond
money in the depository offering the
Taxing the Dead
best rate of interest and the sum received from above interest be used for
Why is it that the tax rolls of Unmaking this needed improvement. Ac- ion county are still lingering on the
tion deferred until next meeting for brink of delinquency and doubt? Is
a proposal from the Bank of Com- Union county forever to be the tail of
merce.
New Mexico ? Are the tax rolls of this
6. Frank Garcia appeared and excounty forever to be loaded with
plained what he understood to be his doubt, double, and erroneous assessauthority to arrest in case of disturb- ments, delays, delinquencies and
ance. The trustees contend that his demnition? Are men who have been
duties extend only to property pro- dead for years still to be taxed with
tection and not to the duties of a property they cannot own ? It is said
peace officer.
that there are two things .that a man
7. Engineer Duerr submitted recannot escape, namely, taxes and
port of his work in regard to platting death. According to the tax rolls of
of the town; recommendations for the Union county
the dead cannot escape
installation of transformers for the taxation. Look
over the list of proppurpose of better light service to pa- erty sold
for taxes just lately pubtrons; the necessity of putting all lished as a result of the
street lights on independent circuit; democratic administration in Union
the attention of the Board to the wa- county if you wish to be enlightened
ter loss; that the important part or on the new process of taxing the dead
lusincss part of town where water is and the unknown.
extensively used, be metered; that
service boxes be installed at all water
The Union County Fair will be held
taps; water line extension; raising on September
The prestand pipe 45 feet; construct a con- mium list will be about the same as
crete reservoir capacity 500,000 gal- last year and will be out SOON. Get
lons; addition to engine room; install your exhibits ready.
shafting and drill well. The above
named recommendations for improveNothing quite as refreshing this hot
ments to be made at a cost of $43,000, weather as a soda or sundae. Rememaccording to his estimate.
ber the Rexall Fountain is one of the
8. The clerk duly instructed to as- most
in the state of New
certain cost of having town ordin- Mexico and can give you anything in
ances reprinted, placed in pamphlet the soda line.
form and indexed in order that they
may be more convenient and accesHave you a safe place for keeping
sible for the public information con- your important papers?
Why not
cerning the town laws.
have a safety deposit box ? Come in
9. By order of the Board Super- nnd talk the matter over. State Bank
intendent Claggett is to have water of Commerce.
30-PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD
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For Your Butter and Eggs
Highest Marliet Price

AZAR "MER. CO. I
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MM'answweap
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The Bosses' Orders
are sure to include the inper-ativ- e
injunction to use the
best Lumber on the job. We
keep no other kind. All the
Lumber we handle for outdoor or indoor work is warranted by us to be froee from
warpings and imperfections
and to be thoroughly dried.
Our Trim and mouldings are
also guaranteed. And though
the qualities are the ebst our
prices are always moderate.

-

-

S. E. LANE
Will take you

at

any-

time to see the must
desirable land to be
found in the whole
UNITED STATES

New Méx., Phone

153

The Citizen features its Country Correspondence.

Otto-Johns-

29-tf- -c

c.

Tom Gray Lumber Co.

Write him at Clayton,

why

it is

That is one big reason

such a valuable advertising medium.

The Eauitv Store
A

of the

Farmers Society of Equity
of Union County

Saves You Money
We buy in car loads, and sell in unbroken lots many of the things you need every
day. It is the proper way to buy and you will save many a dollar each year if you
will do this.
OUR BUYING FACILITIES THROUGH

THE

NATIONAL

HEADQUARTERS

at Indianapolis, Indiana, gives us great advantage as we many times take the
entire output of a factory so you can see the reason we can save you money
A

FEW

OF

THE

THINGS

WE

CAN

SUPPLY

IN

UNBROKEN

LOTS

Dried Fruits, Ginned Goods, Lubricating Oils, Axle Grease, Rice, Sugar,
Coffees, Rolled Oats, Honey, Syrups, Potatoes, Apples, Fresh Fruits and
Vegetables, Oranges, Lemons, Bananas, Tobaccos, Matches, Salt, Etc.
We take your orders and you receive them from the car when it arrives, thus saving all expenses of unloading, hauling, storing, etc. This is
The
modern way of merchandising.
Our Phone Number is 154, we are connected with the following: telephones:
Texline, Sedan, Lakeside, Citizens West Side Line, The Equity Line, also Clayton.
Write Us or Phone

Farmers Society of Equity
Union County Clearing' House
J. A. McCUNE, Mgr.

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
MODERN TALES FROM THE ARA-

BIAN NIGHTS

COOD WOMAN CALLED
REWARD

taining 554.73 acres. There are no improvements on this land.
Sale 373, E.ENWX, EÍ4SWH, SWHSWM
Sec. 7. NtfNWtf, N4NE
Sec. 18, TV 26N
R. 29E., containing 678.15 acres.
An examination for clerk will be no improvements on this land. There are
Sale 374, S,'4,S!4N4 Sec. 18, T. 26N., R. 29E.,
held at the post office in this city on
containing 477.89 acres. There- - are no imSeptember 2, 1916.
provements on this land.
Sale 375, N'A SWJ4. W"!4SEtf
Sec. 19,
Age limit, 18 to 45 years on the NWtf,
30,
Sec.
T. 26N., R.
NWJ4NE54
29E , containing
date of the examination.
754.32
acres.
There are
improvements on this land.
Married women will not be admitted noSale
376, NJÍ, NVSSEtf, SEWSEtf, NEtfSWtf,
to the examination. This prohibition Sec. 13, T. 25N., R. 29E., containing 4K0
There are no improvements on this
acres.
however, does not apply to women land.
377.
Sale
S'A Sec. 18, T. 25N., R. 31E.,
who are divorced, but they are elig322.46 acres. There are no improveible for appointment only as clerk.
ments on this land.
Applicants must be physically Sale 378, E!4, SWtf Sec. 18, All of Sees.

TO HER CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION
CLERK

S'4 Sec. 19, Lot 1, NEtfNWtf, NHNEJ4,
Sec. 30, T. 27N., R. 34É., containSEJ4NEJ4
ing 739.82 acres. There are no improvements
on this land.
Sale 399, Lots 3, 4, NEtfSWtf Sec. 18,
T. 27N., R. 34E., containing 126.80 acres.
There are no improvements on this land.
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hill and hole in Union county the awful crimes against you that
every
the "good roads" orator raised in your soul when he shouted from
you
wbm
had been committed by the previous administraton ana tola
e
you let
Published every Thursday at Clayton, Union Co., N. M., and entered at
would do if you would only "let him into your parlor?" Didn't
at Clayton, N. M., as second class matter under the Act of March 3, 1897 him in? Yes? Well what about your parlor now? Do you know whether
whethit has been turned into a livery stable or Monte Carlo? Do you know
OFFICIAL PAPER OF TOWN OF CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO
er Don Quixote de la Mancha could find a "square meal" for Rosinante at its
.
manger now if he should happen to go through here on his search for Pancho
$1.00 Do you know that two men have been paid for the work that one man legally
Subscription per year
performed and was legally paid for? Not only double assessments but double
distributions as well. Don't you think it is just perfectly lovely for Union
17,
1916
THURSDAY, AUGUST
county to bring forth doublets and even triplets?

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN

prairie-do- g

QUIPS

AND
QUIBBLES

Post-offic-

SECUNDIXO ROMERO
ORIE L. PHILLIPS

For Governor
For District Attorney

Rosinante is grazing lazily among the desert sands of Mexico. A collapse
is expected sometime in November when the grazing gets short.
Doubts, delinquencies, delays; incapacity, incompetency, ingratitude;
these are words that mark the most flagrantly bombastic, most prominently
extravagant, pedantically whimsical and eminent inefficient administration of
civil government, from county to nation, the people have had to bear since the
declaration of independence.
What do you think of that 17 per cent increase of the state government
of the last year over the preceding year.Mr. Taxpayer? Your state government cost you last year over $1,200,000 whereas it cost you only $700,000 under the highest Republican administration. Just about a half million difference! Well, that is SOME difference, is it not? Don't you think that
democracy is about the costliest luxury you ever enjoyed? IT
is SOME money to pay for mere bombast, incapacity, incompetency a
efficiency, isn't it?
The assessor's tax rolls of Union county, which should have been in
Fe before the Tax Commission by the first Monday in July, are still lj
at the court house with a rapidly accumulating board bill. How nice il
have a lot of Granny Godmothers, who, holding offices of their own,
most of their time coming into your office and telling you what to d
what not to do, threatening you with removal from office if their to
whims are not conformed to! It was sometime in March 1916
the rolls of 1915 which should have been complete in July of tha
could muster past the dear old Granny Godmothers whose whims ai

From a careful perusal of the reply of the District Attorney's O!
the slanderous articles appearing in local papers last week,' in relation!
Dewey Johnson case; the average person is impelled to the conclusia.
the Dstrict Attorneys Office has been and is being conducted fairly an
estly by him without any grandstanding or any effort on his part to r
political machine out of his office, with which to punish enemies either j
al or political, or to reward friends. In our opinion, it wuld be a great t
the plain people, if all of the officers would refuse to prostitute their
positions in order to satisfy petty spite or to visit favors on some
friend.
v c
uuuuisianu uiai uic ouiuc uiu tactiva, m mc same uiu vayt
same old gang were practiced by the "peewit politicians" of the. soi
democratic party of Clayton at the county convention held last Monday
for the purpose of electing delegates to the state oenvention. The same old
-monopolistic sceheme of electing a chairman and having him appoint a nominating committee to name the delegates, we are told, prevailed and as a consequence the bosses named the delegates who are supposed to represent the
jeople but who will represent the bosses and no one else. The absolute rulers
of the
democratic party of Union county may be counted' on the fingers of your one hand, Mr. Taxpayer and Voter. Out of 40 precincts, entitled
to 24 delegates, precinct No. 1, we understand, gets 12. How is that for democracy ?

How charming it is for the rural democrat to jump into his Ford car and
attempt to chase down his precinct convention!
A precinct convention was
called, to consist of democrats, to be held at 2 p. m., in Clayton, last Saturday,
However, after the
but when the hour arrived there was no convention.
country democrat had gone home to pass his sleeping hours in quietude, the
convention was pulled off in the night. It is hard to tell which is the more
exciting sight, a country democrat in his Ford car chasing his precinct convention or a republican voter chasing a ballot-bo- x
in a migratory precinct
created for democratic purposes. Strange that it never happens when it
is to happen but always happens afterward.
Republicans are not the
only ones the "gng" seek to disfranchise.
The
democratic administration has denied its power to bring
prosperity to the people of the United States by affirming its incompetency,
incapacity, inability and mpotency n the "great achievements" in "currency
reform," more aptly styled "Regional Bank Buncombe," Don Quixote Expeditions, Child
Fizzles, "National Preparedness" that
jumped all the way from a militant, citizen soldiery to the militarism of
Russia,
Americanism that has amalgamated humanity from the
dog eating Igorote of the Phillipine Islands to the sugar eating Hawaian,
Farm Land Banks that farmers are not able to own stock in nd a thousand
and one other things that it has filled with gas and set afloat on the political sea as a demonstration of official efficiency. For goodness' sake, Maggie, bring Uncle Sam the smelling salts!
Labor-Immigrati-

There is another little episode of bucolic,
democratic administration that the people of Union county, especially the taxpayers, have not
forgotten although the poetic muse sang long and loud in jawsmith verse in a
little old mission, cheap-joh- n
building in an obscure alley in San Diego, California, emitting the most of molly-coddand forgetfulness which neither
nor forgets. What kind of explanation is to be given to the
man who works in overalls and handed over to the
democratic administration of Union county the functions of office for the purpose of economic honest and healthy administratin? It will be interestng to look at the five
hudred dollars worth of "jaw-gemthese pastoral poets will point out to
the taxpayers of Union county as monuments to the colossal economy, honesty and health of the
democratic administration of the functions of
office in the "free state" of Union. Let the "Pirates of Penzance" bring
forth their muses and let 'em muse.
le

molly-coddl-

The people of Union county have many things they should be thankdemocracy for. They should be thankful that they have
had two court house roofs that needed repairs to the extent brand new ones.
They should be thankful that San Diego held an "expedition" so that New
Mexico jawsmiths could have an opportunity for exhibition. They should
be thankful that their land titles have been clouded, befogged, blurred,
flawed, befuddled and depreciated by irregular tax titles and tax sales.
They should be thankful for sandbars and chuck holes. They should be
thankful for a regime of official meddling with private, legitimate business
for that is a luxury that Union county never before had so much of since
Jier organization. They should be thankful for the introduction into con-

ful to the

ventional politics the use of forged, or unauthrized, proxies for the purpose of defeating the will of the hajority. But not least, they should be
thankful for the dear, old Granny Godmothers the system has begotten.

And what about the
democratic administration in Union counyou good roads, economic, honest-to-Go- d
husbanding and
spending of your tax money, lwer taxes, equal taxation, and reforms galore?
Isn't your heart still palpitating with inordinate desire at the hopes which

ty that promised

The Foreman's Glossary

JUNK Reprint Copy.
ROT All local news.
SLUSH Society news-GUi- T
State news.
BIRD SEED Political news.
TRUCK Telegraph news.
We understand that Union county has had a political precinct manu- MUSH Personal items.
facturer at work for sometime and that he is turning them out rapidly. If PIFFLE Church notes.
ther is no political trick connected with it, it may not be out of place for these SLOP All editorial copy.
All copy turnshould be convenient for the voter who desires to have a voice in vne cic SICKENING DRIVAL
tion of the functionaries of government. But convenience does not always ed in after 3:30 p. m.
All sport news.
consist in numbers. The important thing in convenience is stability. These LITERATURE
migratory precincts are inconvenient for any except the enemy of the people.
exWe wonder if the gross receipts of
With migratory, portable precincts, Union county had a very unpleasant
is an indicaperience in 1914 and it was thought for awhile that SOMEbody's DEADbody many a man's business
to"unrefined."
is
it
precincts
that
tion
portable
would have to be "walked over" on account of these
elecgether with legless ballot boxes that could not walk up to the judges of
If a woman has been married ten
to
desires
who
voter
tion and deliver themselves. We suggest that every
and doesn't show signs of wear
years
cast his vote at the coming election in Union county provide himself with
tear
it is a sure sign that she
and
disbe
not
will
he
a Ford car and a greyhound for he has no assurance that
husband and no
indulgent
an
has
franchised by a migratory, portable precinct or legless ballot box that canchildren.
dehas
however,
not deliver itself. The Republican party of this county,
w creations and find out if they be monopeds,
The fact that the Mormons believe
in Polygamy accounts for a large percentage of their male converts.
ild you be in favor of intervening in Mexico?"
.f a piece of the web of silly questions asked
The usual contribution of the farmithizers. Could any thing be more absured? er to an artistic landscape is to paint
Wilson what he would have done. What he his barn red.
as what he hasn't done and what he hasn't
;r pressure of political aspirations is purely
Some people get the notion that
íp Abraham Lincoln and ask him what he they are trying to uplift the human
esident instead of Buchannan? It is not up race when they are only trying to
e would have done under all the silly suppo-iiasti- c "boss it around."
administration sympathizers. The
in attempt-listratio- n
Heard on the street "My troubles
would be more praise-worth- y
has done with justice, economy and are driving me to drink," this from a
)t to get Mr. Hughes to do it for them. It is very busy man. "Let me borrow them
fy its own profligate and incompetent doings awhile," exclaimed an accomodating
from constable to president. As to "interven-t- e friend.
been charging on Mexico on his thorough-:- e
Mr. Hughes' speech of acceptance,
the "punitive expedition" was launched?
or invasion, after the Don Quixote manner? will put some ginger into this
on Quixote episode, would not Mexico have
fferent role long ago? It is safe to pre"A satire, my son," said the old man
pon would either have intervened or staid at
replying to the star boy of the second
;s own business. It is certain that profligate
grade, "is any tire that blows out unesent administration from country to nation.
der 5,000 miles."
1912
year
than
the
since
in
extortions
..ctive
in any other period of four years since the American Republic was estabIn spite of the advanced cost of
lished. Do you want another four years of such official profligacy? If so,
a smile is still sweet.
just follow the advice of the administration's political bunco steerers.
To be a candidate for office is an
STATE AID FOR SCHOOLS
thought huh to run. nr even
UNION COUNTY REPUBLICANS
fox-trfor it this summer, would be
Supt. H. H. Errett, after a third
ARE THOROUGHLY UNITED
strenuous effort, received word this a fearful undertaking.
The largest republican convention week of $700 aid from the State for
If some people expended one half
ever held in Union county met at the District 40, to enable them to build a
the
energy in minding their own busCourt House Thursday and nominated good school house. He also received iness that they expend in attending to
6, 98 and 101
each
Districts
for
$350
delegates to attend the state convenbe
for the same purpose. This is a total the affairs of others, there would
less nervous prostration in this world.
tion to be held at Santa Fe on August of $1,750 which will "help a little."
23rd. Owing to the recent manufacOf course you can think what you
ture of many new precincts there COLFAX COUNTY NEWSPAPERS please but it is not always safe to
STRONG FOR PHILLIPS
were a few precincts unrepresented
inflict your thoughts on your friends.
but on the whole the representation Maxwell Editor Declares For O. L.
"But what avails a sea of ink,
The conwas practically complete.
Phillips
To him who has no thoughts to
vention was addressed by Francis E.
think."
Oar contemporary, the Maxwell
Wilson who assured the people of Union County that Bernalillo would be Mail, has shied into the political ring
The Union County Fair will be held
solidly with them in the election of the castor of O. L. Phillips, our promon
September
The prethe state and national ticket in No- inent and popular local attorney, to
mium list will be about the same as
succeed
George
Attorney
District
E.
was
address
Mr.
Wilson's
vember.
timely and well received. A list of the Remley. As Editor Smith has so last year and will be out SOON. Get
delegates and alternates elected will pleasingly recited the merits of Mr. your exhibits ready.
be found elsewhere in this issue of the Phillips, we can do no better than to
HOME ECONOMICS CLUB
citizen. We wish to emphasize that quote him verbatim, with our own unthe delegates were nominated and el- qualified indorsement of every word:
Program for Home Economics Club
"As an attorney Mr. Phillips ranks at the home of Mrs. Haydon, Saturected by the delegates of the convene
vote or roll call high, and the large practice he enjoys day afternoon.
tion on a
under call or doubt, not by a nomin- is evidence of his ability. As a memLesson Our Public Schools. First:
ating committee appointed by the ber of the law firm of Crampton, Rem- Improvement.
chairman to slate a ticket by medium-isti- c ley & Phillips he comes in touch with
1. The Sanitary conditions
what
ledgerdemain as was done in the hundreds of people in northern New they are. What they should be.
democratic convention. Those Mexico, and this wide acquaintance
(a) Water supply purity etc. (b)
who attended the convention left, af- will help swell his majority when have you drinking fountains, individter adjournment, determined to work the votes are counted this fall. His ual cups or open buckets and a comfor the election of a ticket in Novem- work as assistant district attorney mon cup? (c) Conditions of floors,
ber that will put a stop to some of the has familiarized him with the routine walls, (d) Outbuildings. Miss Skelton.
flagrant profligacy, incompetency, and of the office so that he will be able to
2 When is a school room properly
utter disregard of the rights of the proceed with the business of the peo- ventilated? Is yours? Can it be?
people that has been ruling and ruin- ple without loss of time.
Joseph Gill.
ing the county, state and nation for
"Mr. Phillips has advanced rapid3.
d
equipment. Physly in the legal profession since com- ical
the last four years.
Education. Prof. Chamberlin.
mencing here. A few short years ago
4. The Library. What it contains.
LAWHURST OWNER MAKES
he was living in French, trying to What
it should contain. Prof. ThompIMPROVEMENTS
make the people there believe he son.
Chas. Law, owner of Lawhurst, one knew enough about law to win their
Second: Foods from which school
of the nicest ranches in the state, has cases. His advance has not been due
just made some additions to his "es- to the influence of powerful friends, lunches may be selected. Consider vatate" which will enchance its value but to his own untiring efforts and riety, nutritive value, quantity, etc.
greatly. A five wire fence, built with constant study. He has merited the Mrs. Law.
Third: Clothing. Materials for
posts set in concrete and reinforced success he has achieved, but it is only
concrete corners, a fine 60,000 gallon the beginning of the things he plans school clothes. Consider warmth, durability, lightness, sanitation and launconcrete reserve tank for water and for the future.
dering. Mrs. Jones.
an immense barn, 24 by 100 ft., are
"Mr. Phillips is still a young man,
Let each lady bring a school lunch.
some of the improvements we noticed. full of the zeal and the high ideals
of
The barn is built especially for hous- youth. As district attorney he
will The nearest perfection
in booking his cattle in bad weather. He in- give the business of the state the
keeping is attained through the posttends to handle nothing but the finest same careful attention that has won
ing of a Burroughs posting machine.
thorobred stock and is preparing to success for him in private practice."
The State Bank of Commerce is using
take the best of care of them. This
Raton Range.
the only machines iii Union county.
is genuine enterprise.
Do your banking with them and be
Mrs. Asling of Woodbine, Kansas,
assured
of the nearest perfection in
The Union County Fair will be held came in today at noon, and filed on
handling
t.
your
on September
The pre- 320 acres of good land. She left for
mium list will be about the same as Hayden with V. A. Swoyer and Mrs.
Customer's rooms, safety deposit
last year and will be out SOON. Get Cornellison, at whose home she will boxes, and all
modern conveniences, at
your exhibits ready.
visit for a few weeks.
the State Bank of Commerce.
rs
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LIFE IN
CLAYTON

Mr and Mrs. C. Floyd Fields were
in from Clapham today visiting Mr
and Mrs. Chas. A. Law,

REPORT OF REPUBLICAN

EDITH FERN FAKRELL
Edith Fern, the 15 months old
daughter of Mj. and Mrs. Joe Farrell
of Hayden, died very suaaeniy iues-da- y
morning of last week after an ill
ness of only 24 hours. She was laid
to rest in the family cemetery at
Swoyerville Wednesday of last week.
She was a granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Swoyer and the first of
thirtv-tw- o
erandchildren to pass on
to the next world.

'

title and inter
est of the said defendants, James P.
Forsyth and Ollie Forsyth, his wife,
as subject and subordinate to that of
the plaintiff herein, as more fully set
forth in the bill of complaint filed in
said action and that unless you enter
or cause to be entered your appearance in said suit on or before the 24th
day of October A. D. 1916, decree PRO
CONFESSO and Judgment by Default therein will be rendered against

declare and decree the

The convention was called to order
Word comes to us that J. B. Lan- this afternoon at 2 o'clock by R. Q.
Palmer, Chairman of the County Cen- drum, postmaster of Cone, suffered the
Mr. Hugh Neeley Smith returned
tral Committee, and Herbert J. Ham- loss of all his buildings but the one in
Tuesday of this week to Chickasha,
mond Jr., was elected secretary of the
postoffice was housed, SunOklahoma, after a weeks visit with Mr
Hugh B. Woodward was which the
convention.
one of
and Mrs. Carl Eklund.
elected Chairman and the business of day last. Lightning struck
and
burn
to
causing
it
buildings
the
electing ten delegates and ten alter
His
Mrs. J. C. K:sner, of Carlisle, Pa.,
nates to reDresent Union county at evrvthing around it burned also.
by you.
badly
stunned
was
daughter
little
came last Friday to spend a few
the State Convention at Santa Fe
In Witness Whereof, I have hereun
weeks with her daughter, Mrs. Hugh
August 23rd carried on. The follow the stroke but escaped serious harm.
in to set my hand and the seal of said
came
Miss Jewel Stephenson
Woodward.
H. C. Wherritt, brother of Robert ing were named: Eufracio Gallegos,
of the week Court at Clayton, New Mexico this
Wherritt, came Monday from Kansas H. J. Hammond Sr., Juan j. Martin from Thoma3 the first
Miss Marie Arnold, niece of Atty. City for a weeks visit with his broth- ez, H. H. Errett, R. Q. Palmer, B. F. to transact some business and visit 17th day of August A. D. 1916.
Juan J. Duran, Clerk.
Jerry Leahy of Raton, is in the city. er and family.
Brown, Will J. Woods, Manuel Mar- with friends.
0. P. Easterwood,
this week visiting Miss Helen Man- tinez, Isidoro Montoya and Andres
Notice of Publication
Clayton, New Mexico.
Judge J. S. Holland, of Holland, Pacheco. Alternates: Morris C. Johnsker.
New Mexico,
of
State
atAttorney for Plaintiff.
week
to
came in the first of the
son, Tomas Martinez, H. C. Abbott,
County of Union.
Misses Inez and Vendía Eklund, Mr, tend the Democratic Convention
l
Delfín
Chas. L. Hunt, Ed Mitchell,
" and Mrs. Carl Eklund, Mrs. k. y. rai
In
the District Court of Union CounEspinosa, Malaquias Baca, C. A.
Eighth Judicial District of New
ty
Monmer and Mrs. W. J. Eaton spent
George Gonzales and E. U. Scott.
Mexico.
day and Tuesday of this week on the VTine roasting ears are now begin
ning to come on the market, also
Eklund ranch.
L. B. Wooters, a former resident of Wilmot T. Smith,
Plaintiff,
string beans, watermelons etc. This Clayton, but now of Santa Fe, was a
No. 1886
Mr. and Mrs. R. Q. Palmer enter- is all home raised produce.
vs.
The visitor in the city the first of the week.
tained informally at dinner Wednes- drouth has not kept our farmers He came over to attend the Demo J. N. Carroll, James P. Forsyth, and
Defendants.
day eveninc. Those present were Mr from raising good garden truck
"Thedford's
cratic Convention held here Monday. Ollie Forsyth,
The said defendants, J. N. Carroll
and Mrs. George Granville, Mrs. Lyda,
1b the
medicine
best
Earnest,
Mrs. W. J. Eaton Messrs.
Miss Dorothy Skelton left Monday James P. Forsyth and Ollie Forsyth,
I éter used," writes J. A.
FurnitureFor Sale. Davenport, afternoon for Denver where she will are hereby notified that a suit in fore
Wooters and F. H. Clark.
Dining
Rocking
against
commenced
been
chair,
closure
has
Parlor table,
again enter St. Luke's hospital after
Steelman, of Pattern ville, Texas.
you in the District Court for the CounMiss Marie Arnold pleasantly en- room furniture, Dresser, Kitchen cab- a few weeks vacation.
"I suffered terribly with liver
ty of Union, Eighth Judicial District
tertained about 30 of her young lady inet, Table, Range, Refrigerator,
Mrs. Hypes and son from Des 0f the State of New Mexico, by said
troubles, and could get no relief.
friends last Tuesday afternoon at a Linoleum. All in good condition, some
party given at the home of her aunt, new. Call Saturday or Monday. Mrs. Moines, were here the first of the Plaintiff Wilmot T. Smith, wherein the
The doctors said I had con32c week and attended the preliminary plaintiff asks for judgment for the
Mrs. J. Leahy, in honor of her visiting R. L. Liggett.
sumption. I could not work at
hearing Detore judge Leio oi uewey principal of Two thousand and no
guests, Misses Sadie Herzstein and
100 Dollars, with interest thereon at
A very
J. H. Bearrup of Guy, was a busi- Johnson.
Maude Hardin, of Clayton.
ail. Finally I tried
Ten per cent per annum from Februenjoyable afternoon at whist and ness visitor in the city the first of the
Ed Chilton has accepted a contract ary 18th, 1910, less a payment of Two
THEDFORD'S
hearts was concluded with the serv- week. He was accompanied by Mrs,
to
break a lot of ground for the H. Hundred Fifty and
attending
who
Guy
was
0
Stull also of
Dollars,
ing of luncheon. Raton Reporter.
with
tractor
Co.,
a
Seed
Herzstein
to some shopping while here.
made thereon on the 23rd day of July,
this week.
A. D. 1910, as is evidenced by three
BLACK-DRAUGH- T
Mrs. George Granville entertained
: ..
u
H. M. Foster, owner of one of the
r o:..
delighfully Wednesday afternoon in
'
childand
.
Mr. and Mrs. T. A. Gray
farms in the county
, . ,
,
Dollars. '
and
., .
Hundred Sixtv-si-- x
honor of Mrs. W. J. Eaton of Socorro, largest alfalfa
ren returned r nuay oi last weeK irom
visiting
his
week
city
this
in
was
the
.
which
respectively,
payable to the
are
who has been visiting for several
cir-!
Trinidad where they attended the
Mrs. Robert Bangeter.
order
of J. P. Forsyth, and transferred
weeks in the city. Her spacious rooms daughter,
.
.
.
.
.
cus there.
ocunu assignuu t.
iu me piaiuuu nerein,
were tastefully decorated for the
Morrow, one of the note.d
John
casion with ferns and flowers. Six democratic politicians of Raton, at.Don Manuel Martinez, former re and for the additional sum of Ten per
and to my surprise, I got better,
and one
tables played
of the land office here, came in cent upon the amount due as attorney
ceiver
the Democratic Convention
tended
as well as any
and am
fees; for the foreclosure of the venwhile several
table played Forty-twMonday afternoon and delivered quite the first of the week and spent sever
lien
reserved in said note and to
who did not care to play sat on the
al days visiting and looking after dor's
an address before the convention.
cool porch and conversed. A delicious
is a general, cathartic,
business matters. He also attended secure the payment of the same upón
the following described lands in Union
luncheon was served after the games
Jeff Kennedy, of Sedan, who was op- the Convention today.
vegetable liver medicine, that
county, New Mexico,
South
were ended. Those present were
erated on for appendicitis in the
has been regulating irregularis
half
quarter,
of
Southwest
South
Catholic
and
Fair
of
the
members
vThe
Easterwood, Henderson, Dunn,
General hospital here, has
ties of the liver, stomach and
Toombs, Hill, Harvey, McFadden, Herand left for the ranch this week. Association aré meeting every Friday half of Southeast quarter of Section
Thirty-twin Township
bowels, for over 70 years. Oet
Nineteen
and Tuesday in each week to sew and
bert Herzstein, Holds"orth. Harborg,
n
East; for
make preparations for the Fair which North of Range Thirty-si- x
Don Eufracio Gallegos,
a package today. Insist on the
Simon Herzstein, N. Herzstein, MorE-ris Herzstein, Messenger, Wherritt, stockman of the southern part of the will be the most elaborate of its kind the sale of said lands and the applica-eve- r
nuine Thedford's.
held in Clayton. In fact it is an tion of the proceeds upon the indebted-eveHammond, Hann. Harry Hann, Palm- county was shaking hand3 with his
'
ness herein sued upon, and to further
to look forward to.
er, Woodward, Kisner, Jones, Errett, many friends yesterday and today. He
Snyder, Claude Barnhart, Eklund, Ea- attended the Convention held this af
ton, Isaacs, Farber, Gibson, Lyda and ternoon by the Republican party.
Ma-ce- y,
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(Continued from Page One)
Mrs. Frank Barnhart and Miss Inez

Eklund entertained the Evening Five
hundred Club Saturday of last week.
They are charming as hostesses and
their guests so expressed themselves.
There were several substitutes for
regular members who were absent
from the citv. Frank Clark held the
honors for the "sterner sex" a pretty
plate, while his "better
d
half" captured the other favor which
was a handsome fountain pen. As usual, an elaborate dinner was served
before the games began. The tables
were filled by Mesdames Granville,
Eklund, Snyder, Palmer Winchester,
Herzstein, Eaton and Miss Vendía Eklund, and Messrs. Granville, Eklund,
Snyder, Palmer, Clark, Earnest, Herbert Hammond, Walton Snyder, Frank
Barnhart, Winchester, Herzstein, and
Hugh Neeley Smith of Chickasha, Oklahoma, who has been visiting in the
city this week.
hand-painte-
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REPUBLICAN PRECINCT
membership of every Republican in
precinct number one. Each precinct
in Union county should organize and
then work unceasingly for the suc
cess of the Republican party at the
polls this fall. We should remember
that in Union there is strength.
Judging from the large and enthus
iastic convention held here last Saturday, if the Republicans will nomin
ate good, clean and efficient men for
the various officies in the state and
county there will be no question about
the results this fall. The Republican
ticket will be elected from to to bottom by a good substantial majority.
The people are tired of the Democratic
regime of inconsistency and ineffic
iency in national, state and county ad
ministration.
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George Wight, accompanied by Tus
Rawife, and Dr. and Mrs. Freuth of
ton, spent Monday in the city attend-

ing to important business matters.
has purchased Rose's
Phnrmacv. and will take immediate
charge. He comes to Clayton, from
Raton with the very best of recommendations, and was a highly respected resident of that town. We wish
him the same success that has atten
ded Miss Bushnell, during her owner
ship of the pharmacy.

EPTEMBER

Dr. Freuth

Uncle Charlie Bushnell came in the
first of the week for a few days visit
Lost White English Bull pup, six
months, old, ears clipped, tail bobbed,
entirely white with one black eye. Col
lar on. Answer to the name oi nex
A liberal reward will be paid for in
fnrm&tion concerning him or his re
turn to Miss Lena Wolford, Clayton,
32c
XT
m

ill

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Burrage and
pretty daughter, Rebecca, who were
visiting relatives in Clayton and
Trinidad this summer, left Tuesday
in thir car for their home in McKin
nev. Texas. They were delighted
with the wonderful climate in this part
of the country and consider this an
ideal place to spend a summer.
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19, 20.21,22, 1916
PREMIUN LISTS WILL BE PRACTICALLY
THE SAME AS LAST YEAR, AND WILL
BE OUT IN A FEW DAYS

HERE
GOOD PEOPLE

Is
A Lumber Yard

Filled
From Stem to Sterm
With
The Best Lumber
And

Building Material
While Nothing Keeps Better
Than
Well Seasoned Lumber
We Bought It
TO SELL TO YOU
To Keep

Prove

.

It's Lasting Qualitites

Big Jo Lumber Co,
CLAYTON,

NEW MEXICO

'

GET YOUR EXHIBITS
READY NOW
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NEW SORGHUM VARIETIES
When it rains hard, "It's Hell" they
cry,
Washington, D. C, Aug. 17. Four
W. S. Rowley and party arrived It's also Hell when it is dry,'
varieties of sorghum which are
new
home the last of the week from a They hate like hell to see it snow,
They It's a Hell of wind when it starts to worthy of trial in the Central ind
pleasant trip into Colorado.
Southern Great Plains area are deattended-thgreat Sells-Flot- o
circus
blow.
while in Trinidad. They returned Now how in the Hell can anyone tell scried in a new bulletin just issued
home by way of Raton, over the scenic What in the Hell they mean by this by the U. S. Department of Agriculture. These varieties are the product
highway and all speak in highest
word "Hell?"
terms of the beautiful scenery along "This married life is Hell, they say, of the introduction and crop breedthe way.
When they come late there is Hell to ing work of the Department. This
bulletin, No. 383, "New Sorghum Vapay,
D. T. Quinlan and family left Wed- It's Hell when the kid you have to tote rieties for the Central and Southern
nesday for Oklahoma, with a bunch of When he starts to bawl it's a hell of Great Plains" may be obtained free
horses that Mr. Quinlan will put in
from the Department of Agriculture
a note,
pasture there. They will visit rela- It's Hell when the doctor sends his as long as the supply for free distritives for a few weeks and their
billa
Rrq bution lasts.
daughter Miss Palma, will leave from For a Hell of a lot of trips and pills.
that place for Wichita, Kansas, to en- When you get this you'll know real
FOR TRADE Well improved, unter school again for the coming year.
incumbered farm, in Erath Co., Texwell,
Just what is meant by this word 'HelL' as, for Union Co. land. Describe fully
R. M. Taylor and family were visit"Hell, yes! Hell No! And Oh! Hell! what you offer. T. N. Tillman, Willow
ors at the Merilette home at Cuates,
Springs, N. M.
too,
Saturday.
The Hell you don't! The Hell you do!
J. P. Anderson of the Cross-ranch And what in the Hell, and the Hell it
is
spent Sunday with his family.
And Hell with yours, and Hell with his
Isum Dethridge and E. M. Wilson Now who in the Hell, and Oh! where?
m
of this neighborhood are drilling a And what in the Hell do you think I fa
care?
well for George Ingraham of Cuates.
But the Hell of it is it sure is Hell-W- hen
Azar pays CASH for your produce.
R. M. Taylor returned home from
we don't know what in the Hell
Monday.
Kansas,
He reports that the
is Hell!" Springer Stockman.
The finest and most complete list
drought is hurting that state as badly
of iced confections at the City Drug
LITERARY AND BASKET SOCIAL Store fountain.
as this part of New Mexico.
14tfc
GUT NEWS

WHERE FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS IIEET

e

with their baskets well filled with
good things to eat and a bountiful
After the feast,
Click Light and Mr. Huffine re- feast was enjoyed.
turned from their pleasure trip Wed- young and old had games and plays
which made some say this makes me
nesday. They report a good time.
think of my childhood days. Just beThe depot was moved from the east fore dispersing there were some
side of the track to the west side, last good old songs sung, and all went
week, under the supervision of the home rejoicing and leaving many
good wishes to the host.
new depot agent.
GRENVILLE

Mr. and Mrs. Light and Mr. and Mrs
D. N. Thorp and D. N. Thorp's
and children,
mother, sister-in-laspent the day with Mr. and Mrs. V.
Cogdill Wednesday.
w

Some of the patrons of the school
met at the school house and gave the
room a general cleaning and then in
the afternoon gave themselves a treat
of cake and ice cream.

Mrs. Wm. Stone visited last week
James Curry, after four weeks of
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. V. visiting in his old home community
Steele.
at Henrietta, Texas, returned last
week and his (laughter, Mrs. Dese and
Mr. and Mrs. Henrick and family child, came home with him. Mrs. Dese
visited with the daughter and her expects to return to her home in a
husband, Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Snel-so- short time.
n.

Mr. and Mrs. Light and D. N. Thorp
wife and children, mother, sister and
spent a few days in
brother-in-lathe Ute Creek vicinity fishing and
having a good time in general.

You must be on your constant
guard, not to use words, or clauses
of expression which would imply that
John Hanson's grain header would
not head, if you do not want to be

t

-c

L
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Given by the Sedan Local F. S. of E.

Vern and Orville Thompson accompanied Mr. Quinlan to Oklahoma.

Mrs. George Eberly was a passenMrs. T. R. Benton was a Des Moines
PATTERSON NEWS
ger to Clayton Saturday noon. She
visitor over Sunday.
returned in the evening accompanied
This vicinity has been visited by
by Miss Gertie Eberly.
H. V. Cox and wife left Thursday
several good rains in the last two
for the western part of the state,
weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Kilmer and Mr.
where they expect to make their fuan Mrs. E. Butts of near Sampson
Mrs. Glenn Kost is on the sick list. ture home.
were in town Saturday shopping and
Several men of this neighborhood
watching the ball game.
The dry hot weather still continues
attended the sale in Clayton the first
The farmers as well as the stockmen
Monday.
Mrs. Curley Barton and Miss
are very much discouraged, as the
Myrtle Sterling of Clayton spent the
Mrs. Sam Brown
and children grass is, very short and in poor conweek end with the former's parents, spent the first part of
the week with dition for pasture.
Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Stone.
Mrs. George Brooks.
OH, HELL
Grenville and Mt. Dora crossed bats
Mr. A. D. Buis, Frank Buis and
here Saturday. Score 11 to 13 in fa- Lester Crosby returned from Plains,
Andy Scherrer, chief of the Springvor of Mt. Dora. Our boys seem to Kansas, Saturday, where they have er Fire Department, handed in
the folhave lost their luck. Come, boys, put been threshing.
lowing
for
publication,
by
sanctioned
;l
a little vim in your playing; and
Geo.
D.
Parrish,
local
the
agent
long
of
"Let
the
don't hold the bail so
Lawrence Calvert and wife returnYr Go."
ed from Carmen,
Oklahoma, last great Santa Fe railroad system and a
staunch Republican. The carborator
Wednesday.
Mr. Archuleta is building an addion Andy's typewriter being broke at
tion to his house.
Mr. and Mrj. Will Parsons, Ever- -'
the radiator joint, and desiring his
ctt Parsons and Roy Murray of ClayAbmer Mills has muved his family ton,
tame out Saturday night and friends to secure a copy, he desired
to Ft. Lupton, where he is working stayed over Sunday to visit with old the stockman to publish
it:
in the canning factory.
"They say sometimes "It's cold as hell
friends and home folks.
Sometimes they say ','It's hot as Hell,'?
Mr. Henry Mansfield of Winchester
Mrs. Kate McCoy and Mrs. Ruth
N. H., who has been visiting Mr.
Smith spent one day last week with
Eberly returned home Wednesday.
Mrs. Frank Buis.
Ce-c-

Leroy N'eiT of Holly, Colorado came
Mr. and Mrs. Jess Beecher and Mr.
in Saturday to vh l his son and famand Mrs. George Brooks spent Sunily, Frank NelF for an indefinite time.
day with Mr. and Mrs. Sam Brown.
Miss Gertie Eberly motored to the They reported a fine time besides all
county seat with Dr. Vernon, Thurs- the fried chickens nnd roasting ears
day. She expects to visit friends they could eat.

there a few days.

S. T. Roach

The machine that can do

Thomas leading the singing for the
revival meeting.

Mrs. Dillahay was in Vance
nesday on business.

You get real money

at the Azar Mercantile

15ctf

Money talks louder than trade
why we are prepared to handle

all of your produce. Azar Mercantile
15ctf
Company.
Have prescriptions filled at the City
14tfe
Drug Store.
Bibles! Bibles!! at Haydon's. The
only place in town they can be bought.

Azar Mercantile Company wants
your produce it pays cash not trade
15ctf
unless you want it.
Remember our Drug department is'
more complete than ever. Skill and
pure drugs enable us to fill your pre-

scriptions as they are written. Our
prices are (standard. The Rexall store

of Equity.

'

28-tf- -c

mders
all the work is

AND THE DEERING WILL CUT
SHORTER OR TALLER CORN
than any other on the market, and you
have the benefit of the best and the
quickest service

Wed-

i

for your eggs
Co.

that's

in

last Saturday evening a goodly
number of the neighbors of Mr.
Bert Wilcox is enthusiastic in the
Swearinger came together at his outlook for New Mexico and especialranch and gave him a good surprise ly this season's outlook.
on his 47th birthday.
They
came
"Hummer."
On

Hay-don-'s.

Refreshments that are really refreshing at the City Drug Store foun14tfc
tain.

;

There was stnrnvr at the sehrol itors Sunday.
house Sunday night. It U reputed
T. M. Crandall, Frank Barnhart and
they had some fine s'iig:ng and all Bud Empson were in
Clayton, Satenjoyed it.
urday looking after the new Vance

at

The finest and most complete list
of iced confections at the City Drug
14tfc
Store fountain.

Harvester is the one that wins, for the
corn may be tall or may be short
It is a mighty poor machine that cannot
handle the tall, but the Deering's strong
point is that it can handle shorter corn
than any other. This we stand behind

Pato Knight has traded his farm
for a 320 acre tract just west of
Thomas. Pato, we are sorry to lose

school.
Loran Parins is worKifi.T and keeping the Frank Ham ranch for the Kev.
Grandma Nieman is visiting
Hopkins, while Mr. Hopkins is at Vance
the last of this week.

line of goggles

the one you want, and the Deering Corn

Mrs. Clyde Do'.sm has been
you.
ployed to teach this school. School will
b.'gin the second o' Oot)ber.
Leo and Rie Elkins were Vance vis--

Fanners' Society

Complete

New Style, Long Life, Light Draft

Bee.

i

cva-nin- g.

eenng

bought a team of mules
Mrs. Nelson received a card from of Glenn Kost last week.
her son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. NelVANCE
son, saying they had arrived at Fort
Lupton and were at work in a canMiss Winnie Richardson returned to
ning factory.
S.lphur, Oklahoma after an extended
visit with her sister, Mrs. L. H. Vaw-te- r.
One of the big social events of the
season was the dance given August
11th, by Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn Snel-Bo- n
Mrs. E. A. Selders left for Dalhart
in their new home. There was a Texas, Monday.
large attendance and every one had a
Mr. Clayton Foueh and Earl Thompgood time. Music was furnished by
C. Steele and Doc Hanley.
Mr. and son left Sunday to seek land.
Mrs. Snelson have a lovely home. The
Mrs. Earl Thompson of Vance left
house is built of rock nnd beautiful
finishing inside. Mr. and Mrs. Snel- Firday for Elk City, Oklahoma.
son are great as host and hostess.
Lloyd Sowers moved to his father's
Their many friends join in wishing
on account of the sickness of
raneh
this young married couple a long and
his father.
happy married life and also wish '.o
thank them for the
iood
We are pained to learn that Mr. J.
time enjoyed at their dance.
H. Sowers has not improved in health
an.l has gone to Minnesota to consult
Steve Madax was p p.issenger to
the world renown doctors Mayo
Clayton Saturday.
Brothers.
BURXKT

Saturday Night, August 19
1. Music,
Sand Hill Orchestra
2. .Recitation
Ralph Farns worth
3. Recitation
Ruth Messer
4. Recitation
Ward Faulkes
5. Music (inst'm'l)
Hazel Foster
6. Oration
David Lindsey
7. Select Reading ..Mrs. H. Selter
8. Recitation
Opal Knight
9. Music
Quartette
10. Recitation
Olga Knight
11. Recitation
Robert Lindsey
12. Duet Mesdames Cole and Scrogin
13. Recitation
Alma Loveless
14. Dialogue
Willis Selter et al
15. Vocal music
A. A. Hammock
Odell' Knight
16. Recitation
Illma Parsons
17. Recitation
Clyde Pringle
18. Recitation
19. Music
Sand Hni Orchestra
A cordial invitation is always extended to everyone to attend our
Equity meetings. These literary programs are especially designed to
furnish the young people of the community with valuable educational and
social opportunities and we invite
your assistance in the work. Bring
your basket and spend a pleasant

LITTLE ADS

R. W. ISAACS

í

THE CLAYTON CITIZEN
Briftf Sentences

Roosevelt Applauds

THE SITUATION

Featuring tLe

Speeck of Acceptance
cf Charles L Hughes.

Bñflhes Speech

Real Estate
and Stock Exchange
Farm Loans.
Hall Insurance.
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America First and America Efficient
Theodore Roosevelt sat tn a box at
Carnegie Hall when Mr. Hughes d
We are too great a country te relivered his speech of acceptance and
vigorously applauded every telling quire of our citizens who are engaged
in peaceful veeatlons the sort ef
point.
The Colonel repeatedly arose and military service to which they are
bowed In response to the cheers for now called.
him and the shouts of "Teddy 1" "Ted
We cherish no Illusions, We knew
dy!" "Hurrah for Teddy!", and wheu
the meeting adjourned he made the that the recurrence ef war Is not
to be prevented by pious wishes.
following statement:
"It Is an admirable speech and
'We denounce all plots and
wish to call attention to the following
In the Interest ef any for
points:
eign nation.
"1 am particularly pleased with tht
exposure of the folly, and worse than
Adequate preparedness Is not milfolly, of Mr. Wilson's Mexican policy itarism.
and of the way in which this policy
has brought humiliation to the United
During this critical period, the enly
States and disaster to Mexico itself. danger of war has lain in the weak
"Moreover, I am very glad of the course ef the Administraren.
straightforward manner in which Mr.
Hughes has shown the ridicule with
The Natlen has ne policy ef agwhich Mr. Wilson has covered this na gression toward Mexico. We have
tion by the manner In which he al- no desire for any part ef her terrilowed foreign powers to gain the Im- tory.
pression that although be used the
strongest words in diplomacy they
We propose that In the competitive
strung!
were not to be taken seriously.
that Is about to come the
American worklngman shall net sufNot Words Which Count
"As Mr. Hughes said, it Is not words fer.
but the strength and resolution behind
This representative gathering Is a
the words which count As Mr.
Hughes pointed out there la no doubt happy augury. It means the strength
means thit the party
that If Mr. Wilson's conduct and ac- ef reunion. Is It
Lincoln
restored,
alert, effective.
ef
tion had been such as to make the
foreign, nations believe that he meant
The dealings ef the Administration
precisely what he said in his 'strict
Mexlce constitute a confused
accountability'- there would have been with
It is
record
chapter
ef blunders.
'
no .destruction of American lives by
which cannet be examined without
the sinking of the Lusltanla. '
profound sense ef humiliation.
"When Mr.' Hughes uses strong
words his record shows that they are
We must take Vera Cruz te get
always backed by strong deeds, and Huerta out of office and trust to other
of
majority
enormous
therefore in the
nations te get our own citizens out
cases the use of strong words renders ef peril. What a travesty of Interna
It unnecessary ever to have recourse tional policy
to strong deeds. ;
"Again, Mr. Hughes speaks In charDestroying
the government ef
acteristically straightforward fash- Huerta, we left Mexico to the ravages
ion of the outrages committed on mu ef revolution.
nitions plants, and all men, whether
citizens of foreign nations or nominal
citizens of our own land, who had In
any shape or way abetted or condoned

L COOK

G.

I

Bldg.

I

Up Stairs

!
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JOSEPH GILL
ATTORNEY-AT-LA-

Clayton
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system

equalizes the burden of military service among all men and all
classes of men.

Administration Das

Penalized Patriotism

.

'

"Having In Tlew the posatblllty of
further aggression upon the territory
of the United States from Mexico and
the necessity for the proper protection of that frontier," President Wilson, on Juno IS, called out the mobile
arms of the National Guard (or federal
service.
He did not call them out at their
existing peace strength, but at war
strength, which is practically double.
Lacking a syBtem of reserves, the
National Guard organisations Immediately bad to start a campaign of recruiting, to bring about the desired Increase In their numbers.
Patriotic young citizens, under the
urge of the cry. "Your country needs
you," volunteered for service in grati
fying numbers. According to Seuator
Chamberlain, chairman of the Senate
Committee on Military Affairs, the result is that about 1:15,000 citizen sol
diers have been mustered Into the
federal service and are now on the
Msxlcan border or In camp in their
home states. There may be more, but
the administration refuses to make
known the exact figures.
The movement Is costing the public
treasury many millions of dollars; It
is costing the Individual citizen soldiers many millions more. They went
to the front believing the cry. "Your
country needs you." for war service.
They sacrificed advancement In their
civil occupations. Bevered home ties,
suffered, in thousands of Instances,
great financial loss. The less patriotic, who did not believe the cry- or
believing, declined to make sacrifices,
fatten at home on these losses.
The real purposes of the call are
slowly developing. Tbey are two in
number:
First, a patrol of the border to do
the work which President Wilson's
frtend. Carranza, finds It impossible
to do. Because the recognized government In Mexico (s too Ineffective to
keep Its own citizen In check and
prevent them murdering Amerlcuns
on American soli, the American government undertakes the costly task ot
doing that work for them. The mur
der of American citizens on Mexican
soil Is another matter. Carranza may
go as far as he likes in that direction.
Second, a purpose of the mobilization on the border and In the camps
U to train citizens to perform effective
military service. The regular military
establishment of the nation is manifestly too sraa"! for the actual military
needs. To this extetit the cry, "Your
country neeas you, was correct
But these facts were not made cleai
when the call was Issued. The idea
was promulgated that men were needed for actual war service; not tot
military training. Deceit was practiced.
Opposing In the open legislation fot
universal military service, the administration by its acts has established
what In essence Is a system of compulsory military service. It Is a system all the more vie ions because tt
operates only against the patriotic,
whereas a localised universal tralniri
V

Wheu, is 1914, Europe plunged Into
the greatest war of 11 history,: and
conditions In Mexico grew Intolerable.
Intelligent men realised the faot that
tt was Incumbent on this nation to
build np Me tiny regular army and put
Ks other military resources ta, condition for use. National safety demanded
this. And yet, in December of that
year, four months after the European
war began. President Wilson went before Congress and declared that all
agitation for military preparedness
was hysterical; that we were adequately prepared.
After a while the administration
changed Its mind and professed to
believe in the necessity for preparedness.
First came an enactment to
Increase the regular army by 20,000.
But the body of the country, and even
all parts of the Democratic adminis
tration, could not change front so
quickly as the head. Recruiting for
Not yet
the regular army lagged.
have the 20.000 been secured.
The need pressed. A new national
defense act providing for still more
men In the regular army, was enacted.
But still the men were not forthcoming

Suddenly and without warning the
administration issued Its call for mo
It
bilization of the cltlaen soldiery
seemed still obsessed with the Bryan
notion that an army could be created
by presidential ukaBe.
When the call went out the govern

ment did not own enough uniforms,
shoes, socks, blankets, hats, wagons,
rucks, horses, mules and other things
essentia) to equip the men called; it
had made no provision for transporti- dentpoints
to
the
ng the troops called
where they were required.
INTERFERENCE,
DECRYING
Who suffered most bv this amas- WE INTERFERED IN MEXIng lack of foresight, ttfis leaping be
ICO EXASPERATINGLY.
fore looking?
Only the 135.000 patriots who beThe dealings of the Adminislieved that their country needed them
with Mexico constitute a
tration
only
the
men
for national defense:
confused chapter of blunders.
Thn are making the great sacrifice.
We have not helped Mexico. She
The whole disgraceful story may
prostrate, impoverished,
lies
oe summed up Iff the phrase, the
faminetricken, overwhelmed
administration has penalised patriot- with the woes and outrages of
sm.
Internecine strife, the helpless
by sub
True, tt is accumulating,
victim of a condition of anarchy
terfuge, a reserve of trained soldiers.
which the course of the Adminut events have demonstrated that tt
istration only served to promote.
'ried "wolf when there was no wolf.
For ourselves, we have witShould It be forced to cry "wolf"
nessed the murder of our
igaln. when' the wolf is at the door,
and the destruction of their
what will be the resultf
We have maae eneproperty.
Instead of
mies, not friends
TOO
respect and deADMINISTRATION
commanding
AN
CONTENT WITH LEISserving good will .by sincerity,
URELY DISCUSSION.
firmness, and consistency, we
provoked misapprehension and
In the light
I do not put Ufe and property
deep resentment
on the same footing, but the
of the conduct of the Admin
Administration has not only
Istratlon no one could under
been remiss with respect to the
stand Its professions. Decrylnc
protection of American lives; it
Interference, we interfered most
exasperatlngly. We hove not
has been remiss with respect
to the protects o of American
even' kept out of actual con
property and American comflint, and the soil of Mexico ?
It has been too much
merce.
stained with the blood of our
.
disposed to be content with
We have resorted
soldiers.
leisurely discussion. From Mr
j
physical Invasion, only to retir
Hughes' speech of acceptance.
without gaining the profese
A
It is a record whtc!
object.
cannot be examined without r 3
nrofound sense of humiliation- .- rj
Plant Herzstein's pure Turkey Red
From Mr. Hughes' speech o'
fall wheat and fall Rye. H. Herzstein
acceptance.
i
Seed Co., Seed that Succeed. .30-31- c
:

clti-ten- s

Preparedness

iHiti n imtnHMnHM

ill

Clayton, N. M.

SEE

G. C.

SMITH

For Real Estate and Insurance.
Contest Cases Handled
Efficiently
Office in

First Nat'l Bank

Bldg.

COL. E. Uf JACOBS
AUCTIONEER

PUBLIC

I cry sales anywhere. Farm
sales a specialty. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Rates reasonable.
Call, write or wire me for dates.

Mt Dora,

1

those actions can understand that Mr.
Hughes, If President, will protect
these domestic American Interests and
punish offenders against them with
the fearlessness and thoroughness
that he showed in dealing with the
powers of evil at Albany.
Brought Nation to Ignominy.
"Just before coming In to listen to
Mr. Hughes' just characterization of
Mr. Wilson's failure to protect the
tires and property of Americans in
Mexico and on the high seas, I happened to pick up John Fiske's "Critical
Period of American History," and was
struck by the following two sentences:
"'A government touches the lowest
point of Ignominy when It confesses
Its inability to protect the lives and
the property of Its citizens. A government which has come to this has
failed in discharging the primary function of government and forthwith
ceases to have any reason for exist
tag . ..
,
"Mr. Hughes has pointed out In his
but with
speech with
emphasis, that It is precisely this
primary function which Mr. Wilson's
Administration has failed to discharge
and that It to precisely this point of
ignominy to which he hs3 reduced
the nation over which he Is Preelr

in ti
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Fidelity Abstract Co.
Incorporated
Abstracts, Plats, Conveyancing,
Notary
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The nation's problem, is the vital issue in your life, young; man!

D. A.

Paddock

Secretary
CLAYTON, NEW MEXICO

Will you tackle life half awake;
half developed, half efficient?

Or will you buck the line with
your mind alive, .trained and
card- - indexed for use as your
opportunities call?

HILL BROTHERS
DRAY,

TRANSFER

GENERAL HAULING

The Untrained man may win
but the odds are against him.

Phone

WHY TAKE THE CHANCE?

58--

C.

The University
of New Mexico

ft
1!

AT ALBUQUERQUE
is ready to prepare you. In your
home state University you can

get a thorough college education
at an actual, necessary cost of
$195.00 a year; and if you will,
you can earn the money as you
go. Sixty percent of the students
in this University are dointr it.

Ü

I. O. O. F.
Clayton Lodge No. 45

Meetings
every Thursday at
ii 7:30, in I. O. O. F. Hall in P
mer Buildinp. Visiting: mem
bers always welcome.
II. H. Errett, N. G.
ii
R.
S. Holmes, Secy.
H
!

New Mex. Needs

Trained Men

H.

L McNEEL
Denier In

Opportunity waits for them. At
present 80 University students
are earning the money for next
year's college expenses in good
jobs held out to them by men
eager for even half trained men.

Wall Paper. Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Window Shades, Linoleums, Plaster Beard, Wall Board

ilíi--

The University

"T

i

11

Opens
August 22nd

,

Time enough

your course

to arrange for
if you act NOW

For complete information

A postal card brings samples
to residence for Inspection
CLAYTON

Address

t-

David It. Boyd
PRESIDENT
Albuquerque

New Mex.

SOCIALIST

PARTY

OF AMERICA

Clayton Local
Meets Every First and Third Monday
in Office of A. J. McDonald, Sect
Visiting Comrades Welcome
JOIN YOUR
WORKING MEN

PARTY

.
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Robert Stewart, one of Clayton's
boys, returned last week from Dallas,
ÍLOCAL AND PERSONAL
where he has lived for the past two
years, for a visit with his sister, Ethel
1.
Robert has "made good" since leaving
whitu Tnner was here Monday his home town, and is private secrefrom Hayden and attended the Dem- tary to the Chief of Police in Dallas.
He was surprised at the improvements
ocratic Convention.
we have made since he went away.
Mr. and Mrs. Barker, Miss Lena He left Tuesday morning with the
Wolford and F. 0. Blue, made a short Burrages to return to Dallas.
visit to Miss Lena's ranch on the
The Union County Fair will be held
Tramperos Saturday, returning SunThe preSeptember
on
day, in time for the ball game.
mium list will be about the same as
last year and will be out SOON. Get
Dr. Keller leaves Saturday for a your exhibits ready.
few' weeks vacation with relatives
and friends in Louisville, Ky.
W. R. Martin, of Kenton, Oklahoma,
came down from Trinidad Saturday
merpopular
Simon Herzstein, the
noon, where he had been on importchant, left Monday afternoon for ant business.
buy
his
will
he
Philadelphia where
fall line of good3. Simon will also
A. McMellon of Bertrand, Oklahovisit New York and get in touch with ma, was in the city the first of the
the importations in hats and dresses week with some of the finest frying
before he returns. He was accom- chickens we have seen yet this seapanied by little Miss Isabel, who will son. He says he has about four hunvisit relatives while there.
dred which he hatched with incubators this spring.
Edwin Wilson former Editor of the
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Steele are the
Citizen has accepted a position on the
parents of a little girl. Both of
proud
Paso,
Texas.
El
at
Herald
El Paso
He left today for that place where he them are well known in the city and
will assume his duties at once. Mr. have lots of friends to help them reWilson has many friends who regret joice in their good fortune.
his leaving the city and who enjoyed
Tom Bushnell came in Sunday from
his writings for the Citizen very much.
ranch for supplies. He says it is
field
the
new
his
in
success
him
We wish
"of endeavor and hope he will visit very dry in their section of country
and that they have had practically no
Clayton at some future date.
rain at all. Consequently the grass is
Lost Either in the Pullman Cafe short.
or the Mission Theatre a gold baby
Mrs. Robert Bangeter is having a
bracelet carved on the edges. Return
to Mrs. Lewis Booth at Clapham, N. new house erected near the one they
occupy at present. She will occupy
M. or the Citizen Office.
the new one as soon as completed and
rent the other one.
Mr. Brynie, manager of the
sheep ranch near Wheeless,
James Plank, brother of E. E.
Oklahoma accompanied by Mrs. Brynie, Miss Juanita Lujan and Mr. Gra- Plank, returned last week from
Oklahoma, where he has been asham of Boise City, left the first of
the week for a camping trip to Taos, sisting in the harvest for a short time.
Las Vegas, Santa Fe, Albuquerque, He is much improved in health and
and other points where they are ex- says the crops where he visited were
pecting to fish and enjoy themselves. not so bad as might have been, expected from the drouth.
Ford For Sale Ford Runabout,
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Savage have
with delivery body. Extra equipment.
$250.00 M. P. Harvey, U. S. Land Of- gone to Colorado Springs for a few
weeks vacation.
fice.
Otto-Johns-

Ar-ne- tt,

31-tf- -c

J. H. Barry of Mt Dora, was her
Marion Chelf, one of the popular
B. A. Asmussen, formerly a tailor
Monday.
of the city but now a "genuine" farm- young men of Centerville, was trans- attending the Convention,
of
city
first
the
in
the
acting
business
city
er, spent a couple of days in the
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Powell were
the week.
the latter part of last week.
here from Des Moines Tuesday for a
Have you a safe place for impor- short visit with Mrs .Powell's sister,
Plant winter Onion Sets. Seed that
32c tant papers and valuables? Why not Miss Mary Rope, who conducts the
Succeed. H. Herzstein Seed Co.
have a safety deposit box at the Clayton General Hospital here.
Mrs. Milliken, Miss Ina, and Mrs.
The Union County Fair will be held State Bank of Commerce?
John Milliken of Folsom, were visitThe preon September
mium list will be about the same as
Chas. Sanford, one of the earliest ors in the city the latter part of the
week.
n
last year and will be out SOON. Get resident of the county and a
your exhibits ready.
cattle man was in from his
Fair treatment with conservatism,,
ranch on the Cienquilla del Burro,
Raymond Dycheman of Sedan was a this week attending to business mat- is, the business policy of the State
Bank of Commerce.
business visitor in the city Saturday ters.
of last week.
Miss Rita Ryan, accompanied by her
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Tuthill of
Strayed, Mare Mule, co:or blue, Thomas, were in the city the latter brother Joseph, and Miss McGarvey
weight about 1,100, 6 yr. old, wore part of last week. They had just re- drove down from Folsom yesterday
halter, no brands. Len Belles, Har- turned from a visit to New York, in her new Overland car. Her sister,
rington, N. M.
Denver, Chicago, Buffalo and other Miss Mary Ryan who has been here
points. They spent a very pleasant for several weeks, returned to FolMr. and Mrs. A. L. Ratcliff and vacation in spite of the hot weather som with them.
family, Mr. and Mrs. Shanley and but they were glad to get back to New
F. A. Stubblefield was a business
family, and Fred Wight, returned last Mexico.
visitor from Centerville, the first of
week from a month's fishing and
the week.
camping excursion. They took in
Modern equipment, modern business
everything that was beautiful and ideas,
dealing at the
I. E. Runyan, of Grandview, was a
caught more fish than they could eat. State Bank of Commerce.
visitor in the city several days this
To sum it up, they had one glorious
week. Mr. Runyan is selling his
time.
Rev. Gaines has been holding revihousehold effects out there, preparaval services all this week at Grand-vietory to locating elsewhere on account
The Union County Fair will be held
The attendance has been large
of his wife's health.
on September
The pre- and the interest manifested great.
mium list will be about the same as
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Knox and Miss
last year and will be out SOON. Get
Mrs. R. W. Chiles sold her boardyour exhibits ready.
ing house known as the "Country Fannie, motored in from Holland the
Home" to Mrs. J. Barr this week. Mrs. first part of the week.
For ten year, 10 per cent Loans, on Barr took immediate charge.
You can rent a safety deposit box
improved farms, see G. L. Cook. 30tfc
at the State Bank of Commerce, that
Morris C. Johnson, of the firm of is
and absolutely safe for
The plans for the Catholic Bazar
returned Monday from keeping valuables.
are developing rapidly, and this event Roswell where he went for a few days
promises to be the best affair of the vacation and to visit with his family.
Slats Rankin will give Thursday evkind ever held in Clayton.
The pro- They will return soon in the car, driv- ening, August 31st, to the Franciscan
gram committee are arranging some- en by Allen Dean.
sisters, the proceeds of the show to
thing unique and out of the "beaten
go toward financing the coming Fair
path" and there will be handsome
J. J. Herringa, hustling merchant to be held during Court week. Thi3
booths and lots of amusements for from Pasamonte, was in town Monday will be a special feature night
and
everyone.
This will be. held Court of this week and reports an inch and will be 'Well worth seeing. Don't miss
week or the first week in September.
lf
of rain out there Sunday.
it.
32-3-

well-know-

32-33- c.

c.

32-3-

fire-pro-

Otto-Johnso- n,

32-33- c.

one-ha-

Misses Helen Mansker, Minnie Ray
From one hundred thousand to a
Latham, and Mrs. G. B. Holdsworth, quarter of a million, is the growth of
returned the latter part of last week the State Bank of Commerce in three
from Trinidad where they attended and one half years.
the circus and spent the week visiting friends and relatives.
A. B. Christerson of Sedan spent
several days in the city the latter
The Four States Seed Co., have all part of the week looking after busikinds of turnip seed for sale. ' tfc30 ness matters.
32-3-
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The Four States Seed Co., have all
kinds of turnip seed for sale.
tfc30
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Rex Shaw, former manager of the
big Weber Bros, store here, was down
from Grenville the latter part of last
week and reports evervthin
in ex
cellent condition in his section and
Grenville growing steadily.
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EDITOR'S NOTE: We have procured the services of competent architects in editing this department, andeach week illustrations of
practical modern homes will be shown. Any information desired will be gladly furnished free. Competent plans, details and specifications
for any home shown on this page will be furnished by theComley Lumber Co., agents "Ye Planary" Dallas.
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Comley
Lumber Co

Square
Let Us figure with you. We will
make

your estimate

free.

Lumber Co. has a
Window Display at the City Drug

The Comley

Also

Store, showing blue prints, specifications and material bills as furnished with "Ye Planary." Service.

make drawings and alterations to

suit the owner.
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It is a well establishoi' iact tlvil r.ths are judged largely
the attru tions of their residents portions r.s
their commercial centers, and ; s statistics will bear out, the greatest developed and fastest growing
cities rf the 'vorld toda are due largely !c their beautiful hones for their c' elopment. As examte, this feature alone has caused more visitors to permanently locate in Southern California than most any other one cause.
Of course, some communities have not the natural advantage to aid in beautifying the home still, the main
factor lies in the home itself in the lines and designs of its architecture and in' the interior arrangement and
details. Thisd ocs not necessarily demand great expenditure, and even the smallest home can be made attractive
if properly designed and if care is taken of its upkeep and surroundings.
Certainly every citizen desires and should have a home as comfortable and attractive as his means will allow,
and to every citizen the welfare of his community should be at heart.
Does it not occur to you that by making your own home and property attractive that you not only enchance b'nit encourage your neighbor to do
likewise, thus furthering the growth and development of our city at large? These improvements make a city
more desirable for each cf its residents to live in and are a source of much favorable publicity, and encourages
strangers to locate and establish homes, thus increasing the population with a desirable class of residents.
These statements are worthy of the consideration of every citizen, and we trust may be of indirect benefit
in elevating our civic attractiveness.
v.ell r.s by

